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Abstract

Fit-Pals (pseudonym) is a university-based, service-learning program with a mission to prepare adults with disabilities to engage in lifelong physical activity. We conducted a needs assessment to evaluate recent programmatic partnerships with community-based fitness organizations. We aimed to (1) evaluate organizational perceptions of Fit-Pals’ partnership efforts, and (2) identify perceived organizational needs to improve inclusion practices. Representatives from each of our seven partner organizations participated in an online survey, follow-up interviews, and a stakeholder meeting. A thematic analysis of survey and interview responses highlighted areas for programmatic growth related to training in disability awareness and fitness accommodations, and improved communication across all partnership levels. Our stakeholder meeting further identified gaps between advocacy for disability inclusion and awareness of actionable steps to effectively enact this within organizations. Drawing from the literature, we discuss Fit-Pals’ efforts to increase the capacity of our community partners to support members with disabilities.

Plain Language Summary

Fit-Pals is an exercise program for adults with disabilities. In our program, adults with disabilities go to activity classes with a college student “buddy.” The two buddies go swimming or do yoga or other exercise together. In the past, fitness buddies exercised alone at the university recreation center. Now, fitness buddies go to activity classes with other people in their community. We want to know if this change was a good idea. So, we did a “Needs Assessment.” We talked to people leading the community activity classes. We asked what they liked and disliked about Fit-Pals. We asked how we could help them make their classes better for adults with disabilities.

Our needs assessment had three parts. First, we asked people to answer questions in an online survey. Eight leaders from community activity programs did the survey. Second, we met for in-person interviews to ask more questions. We asked what they liked and disliked about Fit-Pals. We asked how we could help them make their classes better for adults with disabilities.

Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Samantha M. Ross, College of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences, West Virginia University, 375 Birch St., P.O. Box 6116, Morgantown, WA 26505. Email: Samantha.ross2@mail.wvu.edu.
about Fit-Pals. We asked what they wanted to change. Third, we invited community leaders to lunch. Fitness buddies and Fit-Pals staff also came to lunch. We talked about what we learned from the survey and interviews. Together we planned how to make Fit-Pals better.

We learned everyone likes that we match fitness buddies together. Activity leaders said they do not always know how to help adults with disabilities but they want to learn. They also want everyone in Fit-Pals to talk more to each-other. Our plan is to help fitness buddies and activity leaders work together. Fitness buddies are going to teach activity leaders about adults with disabilities. They are going to be role models. We hope others learn from us. We hope others make programs like Fit-Pals. We want all activity programs in the community to include adults with disabilities.

There is a recognized need to promote life-long physical activity among adults with disabilities (AWD). In Oregon, approximately 1 in 4 AWD are not engaging in routine physical activity (Oregon Office on Disability and Health, 2012). Inactive AWD are 50% more likely to experience chronic health conditions, such as heart disease and diabetes, compared to physically active AWD (Carroll et al., 2014). In Oregon, AWD are more likely to experience obesity, and self-rate their health as poor, compared to peers without disabilities (Oregon Office on Disability and Health, 2012). Collective efforts are needed to empower AWD to adopt healthy, active lifestyles, and thereby offset these observed health disparities (UDHHS, 2005, 2018).

The present research reports on the redesign and evaluation of Fit-Pals, a university-community partnership towards increasing the inclusion of AWD in community-based physical activity programs (note: we are using a pseudonym for our program to protect confidentiality). Physical activity is characterized by routine participation in recreation and fitness programs fostering enjoyment, health, and wellness (Cooper et al., 1999; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services [UDHHS], 2005, 2018). AWD engaging in routine physical activity can experience improved cardiovascular fitness, muscular strength, balance, and self-rated quality of life (Bartlo & Klein, 2011). Yet, fitness facilities in Oregon are largely inaccessible when evaluated against the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) guidelines (Cardinal & Spaziani, 2003). Furthermore, AWD self-report substantial social and structural barriers to physical activity opportunities within their communities (Rimmer et al., 2004; 2005). Barriers reported by AWD include a lack of social support and community acceptance within fitness organizations (Buffart et al., 2009). Additionally, fitness organizations often have limited policies and promotional efforts targeting AWD, and staff report limited knowledge or awareness of inclusive fitness practices (Bodde & Seo, 2009; Cardinal & Spaziani, 2003; Temple, 2007). In the present study, we sought to identify barriers and create an action plan for improved inclusion of AWD within our own Fit-Pals program.

**Program Overview**

Based in Oregon, Fit-Pals is a university-based service-learning program with a mission to prepare AWD to engage in lifelong, community-based physical activity. Fit-Pals serves 20-25 AWD each academic semester. Undergraduate student volunteers are paired with an AWD participant
as an “exercise buddy” and provide instructional support during weekly activity sessions.

In 2017, a Fit-Pals board member, and parent of an AWD participant, raised concern that our Fit-Pals’ program structure did not align with its stated mission. At that time, participant and volunteer pairs were meeting one-on-one, twice per week, at the university student recreation center. The student recreation center is not open to the public and did not enable nonstudent AWD participants to access the facility outside scheduled session times. This raised concerns that AWD were not being prepared with knowledge, familiarity of community-based resources, and support systems that would lead to sustainable physical activity habits. Additionally, the Fit-Pals program model positioned undergraduate student volunteers as “experts or fitness trainers” responsible for developing and leading exercise programs without knowledge translation or input from the AWD participants. The high dependence on student volunteers further restricted program capacity to the availability of student volunteers for one-on-one pairing. As a result, AWD participants experienced extended periods of inactivity during academic breaks.

In 2018, Fit-Pals was redesigned to integrate AWD participants into community-based physical activity and group exercise programs, reducing university-influenced dependence. Fit-Pals partnered with local community-based fitness and recreation programs to promote inclusive environments within existing programs for swimming, strength and conditioning, aerobics, and yoga. Fit-Pals’ staff, including undergraduate student volunteers, were repositioned as direct supports for implementation of inclusive practices through education, resource sharing, advocacy, and research.

Research Aims

The present study aimed to evaluate Fit-Pals’ programmatic changes and identify priority areas for continued growth via a community needs assessment. In 2019, we conducted a needs assessment guided by the Riley et al. (2008) three-step framework for supporting community fitness and recreation centers’ adoption of disability-inclusive practices: (Step 1) assess facility inclusion and identify readily achievable barriers for removal within Fit-Pals partner organizations; (Step 2) review the inclusion report with a stakeholder committee and identify top priorities for programmatic and structural change; and (Step 3) develop action steps for removing barriers, increasing accessibility, and fostering inclusive cultures within community organizations (Riley et al., 2008). In this report we detail our evaluation process and share lessons learned. We intend for this transparency to support similar programs’ applications and extensions of related efforts within their own communities.

Methods

Participants

Our community needs assessment sought to engage one to two respondents at each of Fit-Pals’ seven partner organizations. These seven organizations included community pools and fitness centers, as well as studios that specialize in yoga, dance, and strength training. We
contacted a community partner representative (CPR) at each organization with whom we already had established relationships and trust (Riley et al., 2008). These CPRs were recruited to participate in an online survey, a follow-up interview, and a stakeholder meeting. CPRs were asked to identify additional stakeholders from their organization to provide a more robust perspective of the organization—those identified were invited to participate. All CPR respondents were informed that participation was for program evaluation and optional. Table 1 reports general descriptions of CPRs and their level of participation.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of organization</th>
<th>Partnership agreement</th>
<th>CPR’s job position</th>
<th>Survey</th>
<th>Interview</th>
<th>Stakeholder workshop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fitness programs</td>
<td>Existing classes designed for AWD</td>
<td>A. Program director</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B. Instructor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitness program</td>
<td>Open fitness with coaching staff support</td>
<td>A. Program director</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitness program</td>
<td>All classes open</td>
<td>A. Program director</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B. Instructor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitness program</td>
<td>New class designed for Fit-Pals’ participants only</td>
<td>A. Owner instructor</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B. Instructor*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquatics program</td>
<td>All classes open</td>
<td>A. Program director</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B. Instructor</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitness program</td>
<td>All classes open</td>
<td>A. Program director</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B. Instructor</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoga program</td>
<td>All classes open</td>
<td>A. Owner/instructor</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Affiliated with Fit-Pals (Note: Fit-Pals is a pseudonym to protect anonymity)
✓ = participated

CPRs were incentivized to participate with customized, adaptive fitness resources including Fit-Pals merchandise, a bound copy of Guidelines for Disability Inclusion in Physical Activity, Nutrition, & Obesity Programs and Policies: Implementation Manual (Kraus & Jans, 2014), and the chance to win a raffle prize. The raffle prize was the choice of enrollment in ACSM/NCHPAD Certified Inclusive Fitness Trainer webinar series or an inclusive fitness/aquatics equipment basket. The funding for incentives was provided, in part, by a Community Engagement Grant from the local University Center for Excellence in Developmental Disabilities (UCEDD).

This study was approved by the University Institutional Review Board (IRB) for the protection of human subjects.
Design

**Step 1: Inclusion assessment**

Figure 1 illustrates the three-step approach (Riley et al., 2008) taken to evaluate Fit-Pals. In *Step 1* we assessed CPRs’ perceptions of Fit-pals partnership, inclusion strategies, and current/anticipated needs to further support the participation of AWD within their programs. A mixed-method approach was taken. CPRs were first invited to complete an online survey (Qualtrics CoreXM Survey Software; Version 01/19/2019, Provo, UT). The development of multiple-choice and Likert-scale survey items was informed by existing survey mechanisms (e.g., Accessibility Instruments Measuring Fitness and Recreation Environments [AIMFREE], Rimmer & Riley, 2004), and prior literature (Casey et al., 2010; Riley et al., 2008). Additionally, the authors’ drew on their experience running Fit-Pals as a guided estimation of what topics would be relevant to CPRs (Maxwell, 2012). Invitations to participate in the survey were distributed through direct emails from the Fit-Pals coordinator (first author).

As an extension of Step 1, CPRs were invited to participate in follow-up interviews. Efforts were made to recruit at least one CPR from each partner organization to reach saturation of perspectives (Yeo et al., 2003). Preliminary survey results informed the development of a semi-structured interview guide. When applicable, open-ended prompts, alongside reference to survey responses from CPRs, were used to facilitate in-depth discussion of key topics. Interviews were conducted in-person by the first author, who had a prior relationship with participants as Fit-Pals’ program coordinator (Riley et al., 2008), along with at least one note-taker. Interviews were recorded and transcribed using Spext 4.0 software (Spext Labs Inc., Berkeley, CA).

**Planned analysis for Step 1.** First, a descriptive analysis of the online survey data was planned. The 10-member research team examined frequency counts across survey items to identify response patterns. Second, an inductive qualitative analysis of interview transcripts was planned. As such, no *a priori* hypothesis or themes were generated. Researchers developed codes in a three-step process: (1) initial code generation, (2) group consensus and synthesis of initial codes into a code book, and (3) transcription analysis using the generated code book. Coding was organized using ATLAS.ti 8.3 Mac software (Scientific Software Development GmbH, 2019). This reiterate approach, including revisiting survey results, was taken to ensure a robust understanding (Silverman, 2015) of the data was reached. Discussion continued until a group consensus was met on the convergent themes within the data. Table 2 illustrates example themes generated from survey and interview data.

To improve the trustworthiness of data interpretations, member checking was conducted at the end of Step 1. CPRs were invited to review transcript excerpts deemed relevant for our analyses and provide feedback. Care was taken to clearly communicate with CPR participants that they were being invited to edit their responses or add additional comments to improve the representativeness of the data (Carlson, 2018; Koelsch, 2013). Participants could return feedback electronically or via hard copy. Nonresponsive participants received a follow-up email and were offered the additional option of providing verbal feedback over the phone (Carlson, 2018). All participants approved transcripts without any changes.
Figure 1

Fit-Pals’ Need Assessment Approach

**Step 1: Inclusion Assessment**
**Purpose:** Identify CPR’s perceptions of Fit-pals partnership, inclusion strategies, and current/anticipated needs to further support the participation of AWD within their programs.

**Method:**
- Online survey — item development informed by literature and professional experience
- Semi-structured interviews — question guide informed by survey responses

**Preliminary analysis:** Frequency count of survey responses to identify response patterns.

**Analysis:** Inductive qualitative analysis to identify themes.

**Step 2: Stakeholder input**
**Purpose:** Review report with stakeholder committee and identify top priorities for programmatic and structural change.

**Method:**
- Stakeholder meeting — themes identified in step 1 were shared with stakeholders to confirm and extend interpretations

**Analysis:** A facilitated discussion across stakeholder levels aimed to reach consensus on priority items.

**Step 3: Action steps**
**Purpose:** Develop action plan for removing barriers, increasing accessibility and fostering inclusive cultures within community partnership organizations.

**Fit-Pals’ Needs Assessment Design**
Approach adapted from Riley et al. (2008) three step framework

---

*Note: The figure above is a flowchart illustrating the need assessment process for Fit-Pals, including steps for inclusion assessment, stakeholder input, and action steps. Each step is detailed with its purpose, method, and analysis techniques. The flowchart is designed to visually represent the process flow and decision points.*
### Table 2

**Example of Theme Generation from Survey and Interview Questions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General topic</th>
<th>Survey question examples</th>
<th>Interview question examples</th>
<th>Sample from interview transcript</th>
<th>Generated theme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>How does your organization view the partnership now? Did the partnership not meet, meet, or exceed expectations?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with partnership</td>
<td>How does your organization view the partnership now? Did the partnership not meet, meet, or exceed expectations?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Fit-Pals] has provided for each of the following.</td>
<td>[Fit-Pals] has provided for each of the following.</td>
<td>[15] “We are unsure about the range of accommodations we are responsible for. We are unsure what we are legally required to provide or the extent of accommodations that are feasible and needed”</td>
<td>5 Communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Recruit participants with disabilities</td>
<td>How does your organization view the partnership now? Did the partnership not meet, meet, or exceed expectations?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Provided disability awareness training</td>
<td>Did anything surprise you about what Fit-Pals programming offers?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Provided one-on-one support staff/volunteer</td>
<td>Did anything surprise you about what Fit-Pals programming offers?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Assisted in creating plans for individual modifications and accommodations</td>
<td>Did anything surprise you about what Fit-Pals programming offers?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) ... Response options: [1] very dissatisfied to [5] very satisfied; [6] didn’t expect support; [7] don’t know</td>
<td>Did anything surprise you about what Fit-Pals programming offers?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitators &amp; barriers</td>
<td>How have the following factors impacted the abilities of people with disabilities to engage in activities at your organization?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Attitudes of community members</td>
<td>What challenges to inclusion has your organization faced during this partnership?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Attitudes of staff</td>
<td>[follow-up] The survey mentioned barriers … Can you share more about these barriers?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Knowledge of staff about disability</td>
<td>[follow-up] The survey mentioned barriers … Can you share more about these barriers?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) staff/instructor training</td>
<td>[follow-up] The survey mentioned barriers … Can you share more about these barriers?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) ... Response options: [1] not helpful to [5] very helpful; [6] not needed; [7] don’t know</td>
<td>[7] “I think it is important that if we are building an inclusive community, we need to include people with disabilities. We want to build relationships and help facilitate community. [Fit-Pals] adds to our community.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs</td>
<td>Indicate the extent to which your organization would find the following helpful to promoting the inclusion of people with disabilities:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Staff/instructor training</td>
<td>After talking with our stakeholders about the future of our program and based on their feedback, our goal is to eventually offer [Fit-Pals] as a transitional program for PWD to be less dependent on us, as a program, and more independent in navigating their own goals towards health and fitness.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Disability awareness campaigns</td>
<td>After talking with our stakeholders about the future of our program and based on their feedback, our goal is to eventually offer [Fit-Pals] as a transitional program for PWD to be less dependent on us, as a program, and more independent in navigating their own goals towards health and fitness.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Equipment sponsorship or recommendations</td>
<td>What tools and/or resources are necessary to support the above and your organization’s goals of inclusion?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Liaison with disability groups</td>
<td>What tools and/or resources are necessary to support the above and your organization’s goals of inclusion?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) ... Response options: [1] not helpful to [5] very helpful; [6] not needed; [7] don’t know</td>
<td>What tools and/or resources are necessary to support the above and your organization’s goals of inclusion?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Step 2: Stakeholder input

For Step 2, we sought stakeholder input on themes generated from Step 1. We held a post-assessment stakeholder workshop to identify priorities for programmatic changes. Stakeholders included CPRs, AWD participants, Fit-Pals’ board members, and Fit-Pals’ staff and student volunteers. Assigned seating at the workshop was planned to facilitate cross-stakeholder conversation. The incoming program coordinator (third author) facilitated a large group discussion to reach consensus on the accuracy of themes presented, as well as a consensus of which themes should be prioritized in the upcoming year.

Step 3: Action steps

In Step 3, a plan for programmatic changes was developed. The priority themes identified by stakeholders in the stakeholder workshop (Step 2) were used to develop short and long-term action steps that would further support the improved inclusion practices within Fit-Pals community partnerships.

Results

Step 1: Inclusion assessment

A total of 10 CPRs participated in Steps 1 & 2 (survey only = 2; interview only = 2; survey and interview = 6), with at least one representative from each of Fit-Pals’ seven partners (see Table 1). The research team identified seven descriptive themes through reflection and reiterative discussion of surveys and interviews (see Table 2). We expand on these seven themes below, integrating evidence from the surveys and interviews. Fit-Pals staff’s knowledge of the partnerships helped to contextualize, and further explore, CPRs perspectives on organizational levels needs for supporting inclusion.

Theme 1: Awareness and knowledge of Fit-Pals

All survey respondents (n = 8) agreed that Fit-Pals’ overall mission to “Build and support inclusive practices at community-based physical activity, fitness, and sport facilities” was clearly communicated. However, some CPRs reported Fit-Pals’ specific program objectives, such as supporting AWD’s engagement in lifelong physical activity within an inclusive community, were only somewhat communicated to the organization (n = 3).

During interviews, CPRs further acknowledged general awareness of the Fit-Pals’ mission and affiliation with the University. They further identified Fit-Pals’ provision of volunteers, helpers, or assistants as a core component of the program’s services.

[1] “[Fit-Pals is] a program that supports people with disabilities in community classes. [Volunteer assistants] are a great asset to [activity] instructors.”
In the survey, six of the eight CPRs indicated that a core value of their organization was the “promotion of inclusive climates.” Their survey responses further indicated that CPRs believe upholding this value is a joint responsibility shared with Fit-Pals’ staff. Four of the eight CPRs expressed satisfaction with “Fit-Pals’ development and implementation of specific adapted fitness classes.” One CPR indicated that their organization was “not expecting this service as part of the Fit-Pals partnership.”

**Theme 2: Benefits of partnership**

In interviews, CPRs expanded on the perceived benefits of the partnership for AWD and the community:

[2] “[Fit-Pals] is a really good opportunity for people who need a bit more help in getting involved in more public activities, getting them out of the house to be more active.”

[3] “It’s really fun with one [participant] who’s been there from day one to see his progress. I mean, that is fun for everyone, but it’s so cool. Like, exactly, it is inclusivity! These individuals are getting better just like you and I.”

CPRs indicated in the survey that their organization was very satisfied with the support provided by undergraduate student volunteers (n = 6). The appreciation for volunteers was emphasized during interviews, for example:

[4] “I have one young man in my class. He’s kind of difficult to work with and [the university student volunteer] is just so good. She keeps encouraging him. She was having him do things I hadn’t thought of, neither had anyone else.”

Additionally, CPRs shared in interviews that the partnership benefited their organizational staff, commenting on how the opportunity to work with AWD and undergraduate student volunteers improved their organization’s capacity and staff comfort with teaching diverse groups of individuals.

[5] “To be honest, it helps educate myself and our staff. It’s easy to train athletes, it gets harder to train people with limitations and then people with disabilities. Training [Fit-Pals participants] makes us better coaches. [After a year of partnership], we now know what works well for them. We are [developing] our drop-down list in our minds, ‘okay, let’s try this, let’s try that.’ More experience has given us the ability to act on our feet.”

CPRs further identified in the interviews how the inclusion of AWD in their classes raised disability awareness among community members and helped to build an inclusive climate within their organizations. Many CPRs identified Fit-Pals’ mission to integrate AWD into community fitness programs as aligning with their organization’s philosophy for inclusion, as exemplified by the following quotes.

[6] “[Fit-Pals] shows people that [AWD] are able to participate and it gets people to see [AWD] out being part of the community as well, not just sequestered to a particular niche.”
“I think it is important that if we are building an inclusive community, we need to include people with disabilities. We want to build relationships and help facilitate community. [Fit-Pals] adds to our community.”

**Theme 3: “Best Fit” for participant and instructor**

In interviews, many CPRs emphasized the need for collaboration between Fit-Pals, community partner organizations, and AWD participants when identifying “best fit” program options for AWD participants. CPRs further commented on the logistical challenges with implementing inclusive practices. CPRs characterized best fit program matches for AWD as those meeting the physical-ability level and expectations of the participant. This term was also used to reference the environment and AWD preferences for activity classes based on speed of instruction, noise level, culture, crowdedness, and/or time of day it is offered.

“But if somebody has a physical limitation then maybe a boot camp class might not be as appropriate [for them]. Given the type of class, [we] can talk about what’s appropriate and what’s not appropriate. But our philosophy is that anybody that walks into our classes knowing what’s supposed to be happening in class should be able to participate and be successful with it.”

“Everyone has their own journey that they go through during a yoga class, and I could see how if somebody wasn’t able to follow that culture how that could be disruptive to other participants. But there is wiggle room within that, [and] maybe a faster flow class might be more appropriate for [Fit-Pals participant], as opposed to a therapeutic [class]. But we will have to see it on an individual basis.”

During interviews, CPRs further discussed “best fit” in terms of specific instructors who were perceived to be more comfortable or had more experience working with AWD. Consistent with points later discussed in relation to theme 5, CPRs called for Fit-Pals to improve or more formally facilitate discussion between AWD, Fit-Pals’ staff and program instructors to evaluate fit and accommodation needs.

“One of our instructors] was a former occupational therapist. She’s great and [teaches a class] geared towards strength training and not necessarily just cardio.”

“I think some [instructors] are quite comfortable [working with individuals with disabilities], and others maybe not so much. That’s probably a lot [to do with] individual experience and background.”

**Theme 4: Request for disability awareness and inclusive fitness training**

In the surveys, all eight CPRs reported that organizational staff were somewhat to very knowledgeable and comfortable working with AWD in fitness settings. However, five CPRs indicated that their organization would find disability awareness and inclusive fitness trainings very helpful, such as adopting and designing physical activities for individuals with disabilities and communication techniques. Six of the eight CPRs indicated that Fit-Pals should provide the training as part of the program’s service. Only one survey respondent reported that their
organization had provided additional disability awareness training to their staff in response to partnering with Fit-Pals.

During interviews, CPRs were enthusiastic about opportunities for trainings and had several ideas to share.

[12] “Maybe something like a manual, or something like that, for facility owners with more general information about what typically works [for people with disabilities in fitness settings].”

[13] “[We’d like to learn more about] adapted certifications. We don’t even know if those certifications exist, where they are located and how much they cost.”

[14] “I would love to have an afternoon symposium with everyone getting together and just talking about [adaptive strategies]... We don’t know where to start, to be totally honest with you [in terms of education], so just having access to people who are experts [would be helpful]. We are more than willing to learn and ready to learn.”

**Theme 5: Communication**

CPRs indicated in the survey that there was a high level of uncertainty around the roles and responsibilities of those involved in the partnership, as there was no concise agreement among the CPRs on the services provided by Fit-Pals. CPRs expanded on this theme in interviews, highlighting that Fit-Pals’ expectations of organizational staff in implementing inclusive strategies were vague.

[15] “We are unsure about the range of accommodations we are responsible for. We are unsure what we are legally required to provide or the extent of accommodations that are feasible and needed.”

[16] “[It would be helpful] if [a] representative from [Fit-Pals] came to [a] staff meeting and explained a little bit more about what the objectives are. I think [the facility staff] want to be helpful, but maybe aren’t always sure [how] to be helpful. I’m not sure what their role should be in terms of providing direction or that sort of thing.”

In interviews, CPRs also raised concern about the high variability in the preparedness and knowledge of Fit-Pals’ undergraduate student volunteers who accompanied AWD participants.

[17] “A challenge is the [student volunteer[s] themselves. We’ve had some who come in and [say] ‘I got this.’ [So we think] ‘Okay cool, go for it.’ Then others, they’ve got the deer in the headlights look.”

[18] “If the [student volunteer] could maybe have a meeting with [the AWD participants’] family/caregiver...if there’s somehow [a] way you could get a little information [on the participant it could help the student volunteer be successful].”

**Theme 7: Partnership sustainability**

The final theme reflected CPRs concerns around the logistics and feasibility of maintaining
support for AWD during summer months without Fit-Pals. In the survey, only one CPR reported their organization provided one-on-one support for AWD, separate from the services provided by Fit-Pals. When prompted in interviews to identify what was needed to support AWD outside of Fit-Pals, and without university volunteers (e.g., during summer months or academic breaks), CPRs deferred the responsibility of inclusive programming to Fit-Pals volunteers, interpreting their organization’s role as “mostly just providing a space...[and] a nice safe environment” CPRs also noted staffing as a primary limiting factor to sustaining Fit-Pals-related programming over summer months.

[20] “Obviously, there are me and other staff members to help facilitate workouts and give ideas too. But we are definitely limited in staff and [management] is very reluctant to keep adding staff [due to] financial issues going on right now, as I'm sure you can appreciate.”

During interviews, CPRs reiterated that individual fit and needs were important when considering the feasibility of AWD participants attending their programs during the summer, unaccompanied by university volunteers.

[21] “It just depends, the ability of people to be independent doing it because we are not really in position to provide more resources.”

Step 2: Stakeholder input

The seven themes described above were shared with our stakeholders during a 2-hour workshop meeting at a local community center. A total of 38 stakeholders attended the workshop, including CPRs representing Fit-Pals’ seven partnerships, AWD participants and their caregivers, Fit-Pals’ board members, and Fit-Pals’ program staff members and volunteers.

The facilitated group discussions led to a consensus among stakeholders that the seven themes and interpretations shared above were representative of Fit-Pals’ programming and partnership needs. Stakeholders at the workshop further identified two themes as priorities for continued program development: (1) education/training to create enabling environments within community fitness programs (i.e., theme 4); and (2) improved communication between AWD participants, CPRs, and Fit-Pals’ program staff to ensure equitable collaboration (i.e., theme 5). Stakeholders further emphasized the need to empower AWD participants to contribute to decisions around program logistics, determining best fit program options, and inclusive solutions for instructors.

Step 3: Action steps

In response to the stakeholder workshop, Fit-Pals’ leadership implemented an action plan to improve (1) cross-stakeholder communication and (2) disability training for student volunteers and organization staff. Two undergraduate intern positions were created to oversee communication and the development of new volunteer training materials. To improve transparency and communication, training materials for volunteers included introduction guides and communication protocols, program expectations, and step-by-step instructions for
participation at each organization. Additionally, CPRs received resources on fitness tools and common considerations when developing fitness plans for AWD. Based on stakeholder feedback, Fit-Pals also prioritized self-advocacy development among AWD participants, facilitating opportunities for individuals with disabilities, and their families, to conduct accessibility assessments at the facilities they utilize and provide consultation for programmatic changes. Fit-Pals has maintained open lines of communication with CPRs to further identify opportunities for support and training.

Discussion

Overall, stakeholders expressed positive responses to their organization’s partnership with Fit-Pals, and to Fit-Pals’ efforts to integrate AWD into existing community physical activity programs. Our findings indicate that CPRs are committed to disability inclusion and value Fit-Pals’ impact on their program culture and their instructors’ professional development. However, most CPRs acknowledged limited organizational capacity to implement disability inclusion strategies. CPRs expressed hesitation and concern for programming logistics when pressed during interviews about expanding their inclusive practices. This tension highlighted a disconnect between advocacy for inclusion and adoption or implementation of inclusive practices.

CPRs appear to be cognizant of the gap between advocacy and practice, given one of the priority themes identified by stakeholders was need for more training and information sharing. Encouragingly, addressing these priorities will target instructor knowledge, community acceptance, and social support barriers, that are frequently reported by AWD within the literature (Bodde & Seo, 2009; Buffart et al., 2009; Rimmer et al., 2004; Rimmer et al., 2005; Temple, 2007). Moreover, buy-in from CPRs was evident and suggests high community engagement towards improving the health of AWDs in our community. Community engagement has been shown to reduce health disparities among disadvantaged populations, such as AWD (O’Mara-Eves et al., 2015; Wallerstein & Duran, 2006) and is an important outcome from this study.

We designed our needs assessment to first focus on community partners, but our stakeholders stressed the need to simultaneously empower AWD participants. Rimmer and Rowland’s (2008) dyad model illustrates how “creating enabling environments” and “empowering individuals” jointly support the adoption of healthy lifestyles among AWD. One of Fit-Pals’ AWD participants stepped forward as a leader in our stakeholder workshop. His voice became valuable in the evaluation and development process, attending and presenting our needs assessment outcomes at the Association of University Centers on Disability annual conference as a self-advocate (Ross et al., 2019). Moving forward, we recommend including self-advocates as decision makers at all stages of program development, implementation, and evaluation.

Lessons Learned and Implications

Several outcomes and lessons learned from our needs assessment can inform others’ efforts towards building partnerships for inclusive community-based fitness. First,
communication with stakeholders, and a shared investment in the mission, is critical. Fit-Pals’ programmatic growth depended on our capacity to talk with our stakeholders. It was a Fit-Pals’ board member, and parent of an AWD participant, who first raised concern that Fit-Pals lacked community integration. Then, it was “champions” at each Fit-Pals’ partnership facility that fueled program growth and opportunities for inclusive programming. These champions raised concerns about communication that may have hindered Fit-Pals’ effectiveness. We found that our open and repeated dialogue during the needs assessment (survey, interview, stakeholder workshop) increased CRPs willingness to collaborate and learn about sustainable programming for AWD.

We also learned that our stakeholders shared a value for inclusion, but voiced uncertainty around how to put that into action. This sentiment is echoed in research, where developing a concrete action plan focused on physical, financial, and societal barriers to an inclusive environment is a recognized step to building organizations’ capacity for effective inclusion (Riley et al., 2008; Stinson et al., 2020). This needs assessment allowed our team to connect with our stakeholders by providing them a voice in the reconstruction of the Fit-Pals’ program. Their voice not only improved their investment in the program and in inclusion, but also allowed us to understand and adapt the program to their true needs. The buy-in from CRPs was instrumental in executing Fit-Pals’ action plan from Step 3. We recommend elevating the voices of stakeholders in planning through stakeholder or advisory board meetings.

The community organizations that participated in our needs assessment perceived their partnership with Fit-Pals as adding to their organizations’ communities and as having a positive impact on the well-being of AWD participants. These positive attitudes, however, did not always translate into effective practice within partner organizations. This is consistent with prior research wherein fitness centers low in physical and social accessibility compliance often self-identified as “accessible” (Arbour-Nicitopoulos & Ginis, 2011). In other words, there is a disconnect between an organizations’ intension to be inclusive and accessible, and the impact on AWD experiences. The CRPs supported inclusion in their organizations; however, they communicated that they innately deferred the responsibility of inclusive programming to Fit-Pals and the volunteers. We learned that they interpreted their organization’s role as the “host” for Fit-Pals’ programming and participants. The stakeholder meeting was an important first step to fostering a shared ownership of inclusion and inclusive fitness programming. Future research needs to identify ways to support full adoption of inclusion in community fitness programs. The field would also benefit from interventions that teach and support community fitness centers in incorporating inclusive practice in their existing and new programming, as opposed to only offering segregated programs or only viewing inclusion as the responsibility of outside organizations.

Limitations

The interpretation of our needs assessment was considered with potential limitations in mind. First, there is risk of social desirability bias because CRPs were recruited based on pre-existing partnerships and professional relationships with the first author as program coordinator. CRPs may have expressed positive perspectives in an effort to protect the existing partnership or
program reputation. Second, Fit-pals staffs’ dual role of participant-researchers lends potential for confirmation bias, wherein we self-identified positive perspectives on the partnership to affirm our program decisions. Several triangulation methods were used to improve the trustworthiness of our data interpretation, including iterative discussions with Fit-Pals’ staff and volunteers to contextualize CPRs shared perspectives, member checking, and inviting feedback at the stakeholder meeting. Notably, CPRs participating in this study represented varying levels of organizational leadership, including program directors, activity class instructors, and business owners, ensuring that multi-perspectives were considered in identifying partnership needs and priority growth areas.

Conclusion

By detailing our three-step evaluation process, we hope our needs assessments can serve as a model for other organizations looking to examine their current community partnerships. Our needs assessment, guided by Riley et al. (2008), (1) assessed inclusion in partner community programs and their perceptions of Fit-Pals’ role, (2) followed up with stakeholders to ensure results were interpreted correctly and the most important themes were identified, and (3) designed and implemented actions steps for program improvement. Utilizing this model allowed researchers to pinpoint specific opportunities to increase or add programmatic support. Stakeholder buy-in remains critical to the success of our community partnerships moving forward. Similarly buy-in from community partners allowed them to start viewing their organization as the one responsible for implementing inclusive practices. Fit-Pals has planned ongoing assessments to continue monitoring community partner needs and plans to adjust program supports as needed.
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